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RECONSTRUCTION OF PIER FOUNDATIONS
OF THE CHARLES BRIDGE IN PRAGUE
Jan Masopust
FG Consult, s.r.o. Prague,
VUT Brno, Faculty of Civil Engineering, Institute of Geotechnics, Czech Republic

ABSTRACT
The paper deals with the permanent protection of piers No. 8 and 9 of the Charles Bridge in Prague, Czech Republic. The bridge
was built in the 14th century to the order of Emperor Charles IV. The bridge has damaged several times during the past 650 years,
mainly by flood. Deeply founded and adequately resistant envelope around the foundations of both piers was designed. The
envelope consists of the steel micropiles in combination with jet-grouted columns, which were both retracted into the bedrock.
Another type of envelope made of Larssen sheet piles was designed for both upstream and downstream pier shank toes.

INTRODUCTION
Charles Bridge was built between 1357 and 1391. The bridge
has a total of 16 arches of 16.6 to 23.3 m clearance, 17
supports of 6.3 to 10.8 m width and length along the river 23
m, an elongated hexagon footprint with rectangular core
around 11 m long, a 7.5 long elongated upstream tip and a
less elongated downstream tip about 5 m long (Photo 1).

Photo 1 View of the Charles Bridge
The most commonly used system numbers the pier
underneath the Old Town Tower as 0, and the bank pier on
the Malá Strana side as 10. Thus river piers are numbered as
1 to 9. The Old Town side has one more arch, the Malá
Strana side has piers 11 to 15, which are bank piers today,
plus abutment 16 with the Malá Strana Tower. Originally,
piers 0 to 14 were probably river piers, but the main
watercourse of the unregulated Vltava River was between
piers 4 and 14. In the 15th and 16th century, a mound of the
today’s Kampa island was made on the Malá Strana side,
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which squeezed the Vltava River out towards east, with only
the Čertovka mill race remaining from the main watercourse,
and piers 10 to 14 became bank piers, although they had been
most probably constructed as river piers.
We know very little about the construction of the original
Charles Bridge foundations. The foundations, originating
from the 14th century, had never been exposed in the past,
and as a result of flood and ice drifts the bridge was many
times severely damaged and reconstructed, therefore the
original foundations too, have been altered many times. Here
we are talking mainly about river piers 3 to 9, which have
always been endangered most. We have no information
concerning the remaining – today bank – piers. However, it is
highly likely that their foundations were constructed using
the same methods as the other piers, because they were
located in similar conditions. The fact that at the late 15th
century these piers became bank piers reduced the risk of
being damaged, and they have probably remained unaffected
since their construction. Bažant (1973), based on the studies
of historical sources and by comparing Charles Bridge with
the about 30 years older Roudnice Bridge whose foundations
were reliably known, believes that the Charles Bridge river
piers were built on timber structures shaped as ships, with
bottoms constructed as a low grid. These were floated to the
site, the riverbed was, when the water level was low,
manually levelled, and the boxes were sunk by gradual
construction of the pier shank. Latest investigations neither
refute nor fully endorse this theory. It is likely that in some
cases it may have really been done this way (pier 8), but in
others the grid is absent and the foundation was constructed
differently (pier 9). Nevertheless, it is apparent that – at least
according to today’s standards – a safe depth of the
foundations was not reached – due to the limitations of
manual levelling of the riverbed in shallow water (0.6 – 0.8
m) or even no water when water level in the river was
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extremely low, in an unregulated watercourse with very large
alluvium. River pier foundations were constructed to the
depth at elevation 182.2 – 182.8 m in sandy gravels, and
imposed stresses between 0.25 and 0.30 MPa on the subsoil.
Because of the shallow foundation depth below the riverbed,
the piers were endangered mainly by erosion in the
foundation subgrade, both by flood and, until the
development of the Vltava River cascade, by ice drifts, but
not by exceeding the load bearing capacity of the subsoil or
by excessively large deformations.
The bridge has withstood many flood and ice drifts during its
history, but has also been many times damaged and
reconstructed. A very brief history of known damages of
some of the Charles Bridge piers is shown in Table 1 below.
Table 1. History of major damages of Charles Bridge piers
Event date
1367
flood
21.7.1432
flood
January1496
flood
1655
flood
28.2.1784
ice drifts
1830
flood
29.3.1845
flood
4.9.1890
flood
August
2002
flood

Damage
Erosion and collapse of one pier
Collapse of 8 arches, scouring of
piers 0 to 10
Collapse of a pier and both
adjacent arches
Scours – exposed timber piles
surrounding some piers
Scours of 3 piers
Damage has not been described
2nd largest flood in the bridge’s
history – damage has not been
described
3rd largest flood in the bridge’s
history – collapse of 2 piers and 3
adjacent arches
Largest flood in the bridge’s
history – scours in envelopes of 2
piers, but not extending to
original foundations

Damaged
place
?
Piers 1, 2,
4, 5, 6, 9
Pier 3

So far the biggest reconstruction of the Charles Bridge
started after the 3rd largest flood in the bridge’s history,
which occurred 4.9.1890, and lasted – no doubt with breaks –
14 years in total. Piers 5 and 6 with three adjacent bridge
arches collapsed. Traffic on the bridge was renewed on
temporary timber structure. In 1891, piers 5 and 6 were
reconstructed on new steel caisson foundations imbedded in
pre-quaternary subsoil, i.e. in depth of about 9.5 m below
normal water level in the river, or 7 m below the riverbed
(Fig. 2)

?
Piers 5, 6,
8
Piers 5, 6
Piers 8, 9

However, major repairs were conducted shortly after the
bridge had been built (1432), of which we have no evidence,
and in 1784. This Baroque repair affected certainly pier 9,
probably pier 8, and perhaps also other piers. The repair is
documented on a contemporary copperplate by K. Salzer,
providing a relatively authentic illustration of the repair
method using an earth cofferdam (Fig. 1). The relics of this
repair are the oak piles scatered in various positions in the
riverbed, mainly between pier 9 and 10, and a timber sheet
pile wall with brickwork and timber lining surrounding pier 9
in a distance of about 1.2 m from its face.
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Fig.1 Repairs of bridge piers from 1782

Fig. 2 Caisson used to construct foundations of piers 5, 6
(1891)
Piers 3, 4 and 7 were provisionally secured by concrete
collars surrounding their shanks to protect the adjacent
riverbed from erosion and the pier foundations from scours.
However, this repair turned out to be unfortunate, as it
significantly narrowed the flow cross-section under the
bridge. After many discussions, a new design was prepared
in 1902 for a final securing of these piers (3, 4 and 7) by
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means of an envelope of split steel caissons surrounding the
piers and embedded in the bedrock to elevation 175.50 m.
The works were technically extremely demanding. The steel
envelope composed of 7 parts of steel caissons of 2 m width
each. The gaps between the caissons were ingeniously
sheeted and concreted under water. The caisson envelope
was extended by a steel sump made of 4 mm thick sheet
metal stiffened with ribs, and inside a pumped out sump the
pier shank was repaired and the riverbed between the shank
and the sump was filled with a 1 m thick layer of concrete.
When lowering part Ia of the caisson at the shank of pier 3, a
timber grid was intercepted, which very likely originated
from the original bridge foundations.
Therefore it is apparent that the river piers 3 to 7 are
adequately secured, particularly from the time of their
biggest reconstruction made between 1892 and 1904. Hence
river piers 8 and 9 remain. During the 1890 flood the pier 8
was partially scoured in the front tip and on the right side
downstream, pillar 9 did not sustain any damage at all.
Foundation of pier 8 was provided with a protective envelope
after the 1890 flood, pier 9 was not reconstructed at all at that
time.

reaching an unknown depth. Above the plank floor was
clearly identified a layer of mortar, with the actual sandstone
stonework of the pier’s shank sitting on top of it. The quality
of these timber components (piles, beams, planks) was rated
as excellent. These structures have probably never been
above the water level and show no attack or damage.
Likewise the mortar is in a good condition. The bottom of the
pier shank foundation is at elevation 175.50 m, where
Ordovician bedrock was intercepted (Zahořanské strata). The
pier, or rather its river part, is thus supported by a deep
foundation consisting of a system of timber piles of unknown
depth supporting the timber grid, probably only around its
perimeter. However, from the point of view of load-bearing
capacity and their protection against scours, these timber
piles do not constitute an effective foundation component,
and the foundation acts as plane foundation, with its bottom
in the riverbed. It is probably a clay seal in the bottom of the
sump made in 1784.

CONDITIONS OF PIER 8 AND 9 FOUNDATIONS
The foundations of pier 8 – second river pier from the Malá
Strana Vltava River bank – is according to available
information to a large degree in its original condition as it
was constructed in the late 14th century, to a lesser degree it
was reconstructed in 1784, when the upstream tip with the
military guard house situated on the bridge collapsed after
the catastrophic ice drifts at the end of February. The first
important real knowledge about this pier’s foundations was
acquired from a diving survey which was conducted in
several stages between 28.12.2003 and March 2004. As a
consequence of riverbed erosion caused by the biggest flood
in the bridge’s history in August 2002, small parts of the
original foundations of this pillar were exposed in the
missing foundation lining collar from 1892. A survey was
conducted in the cavity and in the exposed part of the
perimeter collar 5.80 m long, situated in the downstream
foundation tip in the direction towards pier 9. A detailed
study of this diver survey findings evidenced by photographs
and video recordings showed that the pillar’s foundations are
at approximate elevation 182.60, i.e. 2.0 m below normal
water level in the river, on a timber grid which overlaps the
footprint of the hexagonal shank by 0.9 m around the entire
perimeter (Photo 2). As “normal” water level is regarded
water level at elevation 184.70. The floor, constructed of 12
cm thick planks, sits on a timber grid made of 15 – 20 cm
thick beams; both peripheral beams and transversal beams
extending underneath the pier stonework can be clearly
identified. The grid sits on timber piles of about 30 cm
diameter, with heads shaped for instance into a square crosssection, and in one case fixed into a peripheral beam. In total
3 vertical piles were intercepted within the exposed length,
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Photo 2 Original foundation of pier 8
Another finding concerned the perimeter collar around the
pier at a 2 m distance from the shank, with its top in the
depth around 0.7 m below the normal water level in the river.
Around the perimeter it was bordered by dual timber sheet
pile walls with armoured tips rammed shallowly into the
surrounding riverbed. The sheet pile wall heads were
bordered with a 0.2 x 0.2 m timber beam. The space thus
created was filled with stone, and the top of the collar was
covered with a layer of concrete more than 1.0 m thick. An
artificially made clay bottom was encountered at the depth of
3 m in the space between the original timber foundation grid
and the sheet pile walls. It was also found out that the vertical
wall around the perimeter of the original timber grid between
the original piles is made of stone and brick bound with
mortar up to the height of 0.6 m, which is compact and
originates probably from the Baroque repair.
The most important finding appeared during the present
reconstruction of the foundation, when a decision was made
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to excavate borrow pits of adequate size, reaching the bottom
of the bridge’s pier shank, which would allow these
foundations to be inspected with “dry feet”. The pit was
situated in the core of pier 9 into the bridge span. It exposed
the bridge foundations which are formed of a timber grid
supporting hewn sandstone foundation blocks. It was not
established whether the grid sits on timber piles. If it does,
these are very scarce and had no practical importance for the
pier foundation.
Pier 9 – first river pier from the Malá Strana bank of the
Vltava River – probably has not been subjected to any
changes or repairs in its history. The diver surveys showed
that a massive stone mound with the top shallow below the
normal water level in the river used to exist around the pier
shank., this mound sustained only minor damage during the
2002 flood,. The structure of a protective envelope formed by
timber sheet pile walls in the distance of about 1.2 m from
the pier shank was found underneath the mound. It was
bordered with an oak beam which on its outside carried a
floor made of 6 – 7 cm thick timber planks inserted in a
groove in the pier shank. The space thus formed was closed
with a stone-and-mortar wall. These were probably part of
the Baroque repairs made in 1784. Irregularly placed timber
piles of 0.2 m diameter which are not part of this pier’s
foundation were found behind the stonewall in the riverbed.
Thus the diver survey conducted in 2003 – 2004 failed to
either discover the bottom of the pier shank foundation, or
the existence of a timber grid supported on piles, or the
bottom of the perimeter wall’s foundation. Another diver
survey was conducted as part of the reconstruction works
commenced in 2004, which analysed the riverbed and
conditions of woodensheet pile walls under spans 9 and 10 of
the bridge. On this occasion, the divers found an opening in
the timber pile wall, through which photographs of the actual
foundations of this pier were taken for the first time.
Discovered were “millstones”, mentioned in so many archive
materials (Photo 3).
A decision was made to dig through the protective collar
under water a vertical borrow pit and lift through it the
partially scoured and displaced millstone. At the same time, a
small cavity extending beneath the foundation in this place of
replaced milestone was repaired by grouting.
As part of the reconstruction works, a borrow pit was
excavated by this pier along its core, which allowed the
foundation bottom to be inspected “dry”. The borrow pit
really exposed the already mentioned millstones of 0.8 m
diameter and 0.3 – 0.3 heights, lying next to each other and
connected together with “cramp irons” grouted with lead in
chiselled holes. These were in fact semi-finished products for
the future millstones, which when not selected for the use in
mills, were basically waste. This may be an explanation why
they were used in the Charles Bridge foundations. Though a
certain mystery is their construction remains, which – due to
the rather complicated coupling – must have been done in
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dry, because the timber grid with the foundation constructed
on top, which would have been sunk, was not found.

Photo 3 Original foundation of pier 9
DESIGN OF THE RECONSTRUCTION OF PIER 8 A 9
FOUNDATIONS
Based on the survey results, in 2004 the investor called for
tenders to prepare a study and design documentation for
reconstruction of the foundations of piers 8 and 9. The public
contract was awarded to FG Consult, s.r.o. Prague, a
company which proposed the solution design according to
which the works were executed by Zakládání staveb, a.s.
Prague. The proposed concept for reconstruction of the pier
foundations was based on the following assumptions and
partial conclusions arising from them:
1.
2.

3.

the actual foundations of the shanks of both piers do
not
require
reconstruction,
reconstruction,
underpining or extension;
from the aspect of general cognition of historical
context, this is a unique opportunity to conduct a
more detailed survey of the foundations of both
piers, in borrow pits and in dry;
the reconstruction works should focus on
constructing a protective envelope around the
existing foundations to protect them against scours,
the formation of which depends primarily on the
depth and velocity of the water flowing around the
piers, i.e. especially during flood which are not
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4.

uncommon nowadays; after all we believe that from
the perspective of the Charles Bridge’s 650-year
history, our generation does not have a special right
to intervene in the construction of the bridge
foundations in a way that is not essential for
preserving the bridge for next generations;
when designing and constructing this protective
envelope, the special foundation technologies
available to us today should be used.

Detailed specifications and technical requirements have been
set for a designer to design the protection of the pier
foundations in such a way that it will withstand scours
around the piers reaching to the depth of 2.5 m below the
riverbed. This of course means that the protective envelope’s
foundations must be constructed sufficiently deep in the prequaternary bedrock, which for both piers is found at elevation
around 175.50 m and is formed by Ordovician slates. The
design of the envelope was further restricted by the following
factors and facts:
-

limited working space under the bridge arches, not
allowing heavy machinery to be used;
the necessity to perform all works from the river;
the effects of dynamic stresses imposed on the
bridge structure by some types of works (pile
ramming, vibrating);
presence of huge boulders which over the years
found their way into scours around the piers and
filled them in; these boulders form a practically
impenetrable obstacle to classic ramming of sheet
pile walls;

-

-

-

-

-

below prepared riverbed, in the distance of 2.2 m
from the pier shank (Photo 4);
0.7 – 0.8 m diameter single-phase jet-grouting (IG)
columns made through these bushings and
terminated about 1.0 m inside the bedrock; the
grouted columns have formed a pre-drilled sealing
wall;
drilling through the TGs in their centreline (via the
bushings) and installing 194/10 mm steel tubes 11.0
m long imbedded 2.0 m into the bedrock, grouted
and filled with cement slurry; these tube micro-piles
together with the TG columns formed a wall capable
to withstand bending stresses;
pumping out water from thus formed sump along
the entire pier, cleaning the sump from sediments,
exposing existing (historical) envelope structures
and their separation by covering them with
geotextile;
inspecting the exposed pier shank, reconstructing
the pier shank, thorough repair of historical
stonework (grouting, replacing stonework);
establishing a reinforced concrete collar along the
entire width of the sump (i.e. over 2.2 m), 0.4 to 0.5
m thick, into which the pile sheet walls and tube
micro-piles will be fixed; the collar top is about 0.60
m below the normal water level in the river;
cutting off sheet pile wall ends sticking out above
the collar top (using divers);
establishing permanent protection of this envelope
against damage by vessels by means of a steel
barrier.

Hence the actual design of the protection of pier foundations
is based on establishing a resistant envelope around the
foundations, imbedded in the bedrock. The envelops for both
pillars are practically identical, but the part along the pier
sides (underneath the bridge arches) and the downstream and
upstream tips has a different design. In December 2004
several pile ramming experiments were conducted, aimed at
establishing whether it would be feasible to ram steel sheet
pile walls of the Larssen type through the gravels down to the
(Ordovician) bedrock around piers 8 and pier 9 of the Charles
Bridge, both from the point of view of feasibility to do so in
the given geotechnical environment, and form the point of
view of the induced dynamic stresses on the bridge structure.
The outcome of these tests was clear – the geotechnical
environment, i.e. the subgrade, does not allow classic sheet
pile wall driving, i.e. ramming, vibrating or a combination of
these technologies.
Therefore a palisade wall was designed under the bridge
arches, composed of the following components:
-

ARBED AS 500-12 flat steel sheet pile walls 4.0 m
long with bushings made of 273/7 m steel pipes,
welded from the inside; thus modified sheet pile
walls were vibration-driven into the depth of 0.5 m
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Photo 4 Envelope in the pier’s middle section
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Along the skew tips – both downstream and upstream – has
been designed a somewhat different construction of the
protective envelope comprising of Larssen IIIn steel sheet
pile walls, which however could not be rammed and had to
be installed in 600 mm diameter boreholes drilled with an
auger all the way to the bedrock and grouted with claycement slurry of appropriate composition and strength
parameters. The boreholes were drilled with a pile drilling
rig, the works were extremely demanding and included
removing boulders and frequent repetitions. The 11.0 m long
pile sheet walls were later vibrated 2.0 m deep into the
bedrock. Follow-up works were identical with the middle
section of the sump.
A special chapter was borrowing pits in the shape of sumps,
3 m long inside the main sump around the pier shank, in
order to explore the original Charles Bridge foundations. The
sumps were sealed with a system of TG columns, and handexcavated. Infiltration of water was minimal, and the sumps
provided access to the foundations with “dry feet”,
something which in the course of about two weeks was used
by many experts and enthusiasts alike.

Fig.4 Resultant shape of the protective envelope under the
bridge arches. Micro-pile wall sealed by jet-grouted columns
STRUCTURAL DESIGN OF THE ENVELOPE
The protective envelope is formed by the following
structures:
a)

under the bridge arches – by a palisade wall made of
194/10 mm steel tubes embedded in TG columns of
700 mm diameter,that are reinforced by continuous
sheet pile wall made of ARBED flat sheet piles;
tube axial spacing is 0.5 m at the top 2.5 m section;
b) Larsen IIIn sheet pile walls.

Fig.3 Resultant shape of the protective envelope on both
tips. Sheet pile walls installed in boreholes grouted
with cement slurry

In both cases the structures are embedded in the bedrock
formed by Ordovician slates, with their top at approximate
elevation 175.50 m above the sea level. “Normal” water level
in the river is at elevation 184.70 m. The head of the sheet
structure of protective sump is at 183,8 m altitude. An RC
collar around the pier shank had been used as a stiffening
element, of 2.2 – 2.8 m width and 0.50 m height (min. 0.40
m). The bottom of the Charles Bridge foundations is at level 2.30 m = altitude 182.40 m. This state, with the wall free
height being 1.40 m, is regarded as basic.
The specification requires that the protective envelope is
designed for the state where as the results of erosion the
riverbed is deepened by not more than 2.50 m (i.e. to the
altitude 179.90 m).
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The geotechnical section at the place of the analysed
envelope looks as follows:
(0.0 = envelope top, i.e. altitude 183.80 m)
0.0 – 8.3: gravel
8.3 – 10.0: slate

γ = 19 kN/m3, φ = 32°
γ = 21 kN/m3, φ = 25º c = 20 kPa

Loading – from the Charles Bridge piers at the distance of
about 2.40 m. The actual calculation was done using the
method of dependant stresses, for two typical states:
a) Basic riverbed and water level in the river,
b) Erosion in the riverbed reaching 2.5 m below the
riverbed

occurred in the course of the works as a consequence of
dynamic effects which would have required these works to
be stopped or the technology or equipment used changed.
During the spring and summer months 2005, works had to be
interrupted three times, each time for one to two weeks,
because of increased water level in the river. The design of
course made an allowance for this, the sump was designed
for maximum water level at elevation 187.10 m, and when
exceeded, the sump had to be flooded.
After closing collars were cast, shanks of both piers were
repaired, mainly by replacing some sandstone blocks, mortar
pointing and grouting behind the wall. At the end, protruding
pile walls ends were cut off underwater and the trimmed ends
fitted with protective barriers against damage by vessels as
shown in Fig. 7. This has closed the problem of Charles
Bridge anti-flood protection for many generations.

Fig.5 Deformation of the envelope at normal water level in
the river
Fig.7 Protective barrier on top of the envelope
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